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Abstract 

To identify time-varying matrix parameter partici
pating in ARMAX-model description, a new recur
sive procedure is suggested in this thesis. This algo
rithm presents a combination of recursive version of 
Instrumental Variable procedure together with Ma
trix Forgetting Factor. The asymptotic value of the 
identification error "in average" is shown to have a 
bound which turns out to be dependent on the rate 
of parameter changing as well as on the variance of 
noise to be applied. By Monte-Carlo method it was 
shown that identification performance index has a 
minimum within the set of matrix forgetting with 
a norm less then 1. The optimum value as well as 
the corresponding optimal matrix forgetting are de
pendent on unknown parameters of a given ARMAX 
model and also on statistic characteristics of the ap
plied noises. They can not be calculated a priory 
before the estimating procedure start to work. An 
adaptive approach seems to be needed. To derive an 
adaptation procedure for adjusting the matrix forget
ting factor, stochastic gradient approach is suggested 
to be in use. Direct calculation of the stochastic grar
dient realization corresponding to the given perfor
mance index is impossible because it needs the use of 
sorne so,t of sensitivity vector and also requires the 
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formation about real values of unknown parameters 
that is in eontradiction with the original problem 
setting. In addition the original identification erite
ríon ( norm of difference between the outputs of real 
process and its model) turns out to be multimodal 
function of matrix forgetting, so the gradient-like 
technique eould lead to local minima - this is 
the crucial point of the direct stochastic gradient 
approach if it would be applied to the problem under 
consideration. To avoid these problems we suggest 
to consider a smoothed functionai which is close (in 
sorne sense) to the original identification eriterion, 
but has several advantages: first, it is quasi-convex 
(practicalIy, unimodal) and, second, its gradient 
can be easily calculated on-line. The convergence 
and rate convergence analysis is presented based 
on several new optimization results as well as on 
martingale technique applied to discrete-time ran
dom sequences. The rate of convergence of adaptive 
forgetting to the optimal one is shown to be equal to 
harmonic function .The optimal parameters of the 
matrix forgetting procedure with adaptation were 
calculated. They turn out to be dependent only on 
dimensions of the vector and matrices participating 
in the description of a given ARMAX model, it 
means, this information is available a priory before 
the estimation process. So, this optimal adaptive 
procedure is realizable. The effectiveness of the sug
gested approach is illustrated by several numerical 
examples including DC-induction motor model. 

Each chapter of this thesis present the next struc
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ture, without loss the objectivej that is, to identify of 
ARMA models. 

In chapter 1, introduces the general concepts of 
identification, filtering, predicting and smoothing and 
also presents a brief review of publication concern
ing the identification problem of linear discrete-time 
stochastic models under color noises of moving aver
age type. It is shown that in this situation the least 
square method (LSM) approach turns, but to be un
workable and sorne other ones are needed to solve the 
problem. One of them is the instrumental variable 
(N) approach. Different techniques are discussed for 
the case of parameters varying in time. General the
sis structure concludes this section. 

In chapter 2, we suggest a new approach to provide 
time-varying parameter estimates in ARMA (Auto 
Regression Moving Average ) - models of stochastic 
nature based on the use of the recursive version of 
Instrumental Variable Method (NM) with a Matrix 
Forgetting Factor (MFF). This combination is a tool 
for estimating the entries of a nonstationary parame
ter matrix involved in the ARMA modeL An asymp
totic analysis of the error matrix is presented. Sim
ulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of .the 
suggested approach. 

In chapter 3, we suggest an approach to provide 
time-varying parameter estimates in ARMA (Auto 
Regression Moving Average) - models of stochastic 
nature based on the use of the recursive version of 
Instrumental Variable Method (IVM) with a Matrix 
Forgetting Factor (MFF). We demonstrate that there 
exists the best selection of MFF minimizing the error 
strip bound. This optimal MFF is depending on a 
complex manner of a group of unknown parameters. 
An adaptation procedure is suggested to obtain in 
asymptotic this optimal value using only the available 
measurements. The adaptation procedure is based on 
Gaussian smoothing technique. The combination of 
IVM with adaptive MFF is a tool for estimating the 
entries of a nonstationary parameter matrix involved 
in the ARMA model. An asymptotic analysis of the 
error matrix is presented. Simulation results demon
strate the effectiveness of the suggested approach. 

In chapter 4, we presents the new results concern
ing the adaptive controller design for a direct cur
rent induction motor. The mathematical model of 

this De induction motor, which we are dealing with, 
is a MIMO linear system, containing unknown time 
varying parameters. To estimate them we apply the 
new identification procedure based on Adaptive Ma
trix Forgetting Factor (AMFF) involved into Instru
mental Variables (IV) numerical scheme. Using these 
estimates we construct an adaptive controHer, realiz
ing one-step mínimal variance (locally optimal) con
trollaw, so that a good tracking for a nominal vector 
process of pulse function type is obtained .. The these 
results are very competitive with respect to PID con
troUer traditionaUy applied for such sort of plants. 

1 Model Description and the 
Statement of the Probelm 

Let us consider a matrixc ARMA-model of fixed 
order na and noises 't on the moving average type of 
order nd, disturbing the state vector Xt E nN of the 
system: 

Xt = A1,tXt-l + ... + An,,,tXt-na +', (1) 

" Do,tf.t + ... + Dn,¡,tf.nd 

1 

where f.t E nN is a white noise vector of centred 
random variables with uniform (on t) 4-th bounded 
moments and where Dj,t E nNxN (j O, ... ,nd) 
are unkown deterministic bounded matrices. AH 
bounded sequenses are suggested to be given on a 
probability space (n, F, P) (see the thesis apendix 
about of the stochastic processes). 

Let also assume that the output model is given 
by the linear algebraic relation which also contains a 
white noise vector f.: E nM , disturbing the measured 
output signal vector Yt E nM : 

(2) 

Hereafter we accept that Ct E nMxM is known fuU 
rank matrix (CTCt > O). But considerign that the 
output system in the standard vector-form presenta
tion is depicted by: 

(3a) 
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where the vector Zt E nMna of" genralized inputs" 
and the extended matrix. At E nMxMna of nonsta
tionary parameters as defined as follow: 

Zt = (C¿IYt-b'" ,C¿n"Yt-n") , 

At = (CtAl,t,'" ,Cn"A1,t-n,.) . 

To deal with nonstationary models (3a) contain
ing a nonstationary unknown matrix At as well as 
nonstationary random disturbances Vt we have to in
troduce an exponential discouting procedure into the 
estimating procedure. Torealize that let us consider 
some sort of combination of instrumental variable 
method (IVM) with the vector {}t E nMn" of the 
instrumental variables and matrix. forgetting factor 

MxMn".(MFF) denoted later by O< R = RT E n 
Finally, the identification procedure in recurrent 

form is depicted by the next algebraic expression: 

~ [ ~ ] TAn-l + Yn - An-1zn {}n r n, n 2:: no, 

R-1r _ R-1rn_l zn{};:R-1rn-l 

n-l {}TR Ir1 + n - n-lZn 

The aim fo this study was to investigate the proper
ties of this algorithms in the general case (IVM with 
MFF) and we demonstrated analitically and iluatra
tivelly that this algortihms that the boundless of the 
estimated trajectoires the estimation tracking error 
will remain bounded and these bounds are consistent 
with the classical results when An ~ A for the or
dinary LSM that corresponds to the (IV-MFF) pro
cedure presented into the thesis with R pI and 
p~ 1. 

In general how to select the best MFF ? 
Let us considered the adaptive version of the iden

tification algorithm with time-varying forgetting fac
tor Rn which was changed in time according to the 
following adaptive procedure: 

where 

'Yn is a positive time-varying gain step, en = e~ E 
nMnaxMn" is a positive time-varying matrix and Un 
is the idependent Gaussian vector with standard dis
tribution N (O, 1). 11'1)<n {.} is the projection operator 
acting from nMnaXMn" to the set 

V := {r EnMnaxMna : coZ- 1(r) En}en.en 

and satifaying for any r E nMn".Mn" and nay r* E 

Ve" to the following inequality 

In this algorithm the vector 

fin (col- 1 (rn + e;:;-~ xn)) is calculated in acor

dance to 

The simulation results were depicted into the thesis 
presntation. 

2 General Conclusions 

• To identify time-varying matrix parameter par
ticipating in ARMAX-modeY description, a new 
recursive procedure is suggested in this thesis. 

• 	 The suggested algorithm presents a combination 
of recursive version of Instrumental Variable pro
cedure together with Matrix. Forgetting Factor. 

• 	It is shown that the asymptotic value of the iden
tification error "in average" has a bound which 
turns out to be dependent on the rate of param
eter changing as well as on the variance of noise 
to be applied. 

• 	 By Monte-Carlo method is was shown that iden
tification performance index has a minimum 
within the set of matrix. forgetting are depen
dent on unknown parameters of agiven ARMAX
model and also on statistic characteristics of the 
applied noises. They can not be calculated a 
priory before the ,estimating procedure start to 
work. An adaptation procedure seems to be 
needed. 
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• 	 To derive an adaptatio procedure for adjusting 
the matrix forgetting factor, stochastic gradient 
approach is suggested to be in use. Direct calcu
lation of the stochastic gradient realization con
rresponding to the gieven perfomrance index is 
possible because it needs the use of some sort 
of sensitivity vector and also requires theinfor
mation about real values of unknown parame
ters that is in contradiction with the original 
problem setting. In addition the original id en
tification criterion (norm of difference between 
the outputs of real process and its model) turns 
out to be multimodal function of matrix forget
ting, so the gradient like techique could lead to 
local minima - this is the crucial point of the di
rect stochastic gradient approach if it would be 
applied to the problem under consideration. 

• To 	 avoid these problems suggest to consider 
a smoothed functional which is close (in some 
sense) to the original identification criterion, but 
has several adavantages: first, it is quasi convex 
(practically, unimodal) and, second, its gradient 
can be easily calculated on-line. 

• 	The convergence and rate convergence analysis 
si presented based on several new optimization 
results as well as on matingale technique applied 
to discrete time random sequences. 

• 	The order of convergence of adaptive forget
ting to the optimal one is shown to be equal to 
O(n- 1). 

• 	 The optimal parameters of the matrix foreget
ting factor procedure with adaptation were cal
culated. They trn out to be dependent only on 
dimensions of the vector and matrices participat
ing in the description o fa given ARMAX model, 
it means, this information is available a priory 
before the estimation process. So, this optimal 
adaptive procedure is realizable. 

• 	 The effectiveness fo the suggestes aproach is il
lustrated by several numerical examples includ
ing DC-indcution motor modeL 

• 	 Futher investigation can be concected with the 
generalization of this approach to the case of re
cursive algorithms containing nonlinear resifual 
trasnformations that can provide the improve
ment of the identification error behaivor under 
different noise distribution (no only Gaussian). 
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